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Abstract
Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to develop a directional and roll control system for unmanned combat air vehicle (UCAV) automatic takeoff roll,
with the objective of keeping the UCAV along the runway centerline and keeping the wings level, especially when there is a crosswind.
Design/methodology/approach – The nonlinear model of the UCAV during takeoff roll is established. The model is linearized about the lateral-
directional equilibrium point at different forward speeds. The approximate directional model and roll model are extracted using time-scale
decomposition technique. Then the directional control law and roll control law are developed using gain scheduling approach. Nose wheel steering,
differential brake and rudder are used as the primary directional control device at low, medium and high speeds, respectively, according to both the
qualitative and quantitative analysis of their control effectiveness at different speeds. A priority matrix is developed to determine the secondary control
device which is used if the primary control device fails, thus the directional control system can have a certain degree of fault tolerance.
Findings – This work developed the directional control law and roll control law by using gain scheduling approach. Experimental results verified that
the developed directional and roll control system has high robustness and satisfactory fault tolerance: it can guarantee a safe takeoff under a 50 ft/sec
crosswind, even if one directional control device fails, which satisfies the relevant criteria in MIL-HDBK-1797.
Practical implications – The directional and roll control system developed can be easily applied to practice and can steer the UCAV during takeoff roll
safely, which will considerably increase the autonomy of the UCAV.
Originality/value – The paper shows how time-scale decomposition technique is employed to extract the approximate directional model and roll
model, which simplifies model analysis and control law design. A fault-tolerant directional control system is designed to improve safety during takeoff.

Keywords Control systems, Dynamics, Aircraft engineering, Aircraft navigation, Unmanned combat air vehicle, Takeoff roll,
Aircraft ground dynamics, Automatic takeoff control, Directional control, Time-scale decomposition

Paper type Research paper

Introduction

Unmanned combat air vehicles (UCAV) will play an important

role in future aerial warfare (Duan et al., 2010, 2011). Due to

the elimination of human pilots, UCAVs can have a larger

combat radius, greater payload, lower observability and higher

manoeuvrability (Pradeep, 2002; Zhao and Lu, 2012).

Moreover, compared with current manned platforms, UCAVs

are more affordable and suitable for high-risk missions (Wise,

2003; Zhang et al., 2010).
One of the main challenges of UCAV design is the automatic

flight control system, and the automatic takeoff and landing

control system is a key issue in UCAV control system design.

This is because in all flight phases, the takeoff phase and landing

phase are of the most importance and most aircraft disasters

occur during these two phases. Therefore, a fully autonomous

UCAV should be equipped with a well-adjusted and robust

flight control system which can safely steer the vehicle during

takeoff and landing (Brinker, 2004).
In this work, we will focus on UCAV autonomous takeoff,

and only the takeoff roll phase will be studied. During takeoff

roll, a UCAV accelerates itself on the ground until its speed

reaches the rotation speed. The takeoff roll phase is quite

distinct from the airborne phase, because during takeoff roll

the ground exerts several kinds of forces on the UCAV, and

these forces will largely determine the dynamics of the UCAV.
Many researchers and engineers have studied the aircraft

ground dynamics and automatic takeoff control. Goto et al.

(2001) developed a ground taxi control law for automatic

landing of an unmanned vehicle. The function of the ground

taxi controller is to stabilize the vehicle and keep it along the

runway centreline until it stops. The directional controlThe current issue and full text archive of this journal is available at
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devices are rudder and nose wheel steering, and the ailerons

are also used to keep the wings level. Pradeep (2002) designed
a longitudinal controller for UCAV automatic takeoff. The

authors held that the aircraft is accelerating during takeoff and
thus no longitudinal equilibrium point exists, about which the
system can be linearized. Therefore, the longitudinal

controller was designed based on the nonlinear longitudinal
model using feedback linearization technique. The

directional motion during takeoff was ignored in this paper.
Duprez et al. (2004) developed a yaw rate controller of the

aircraft during low speed roll on the ground. The controller
was designed directly based on the nonlinear directional
model using feedback linearization technique. After the

controller design, the impact of the actuator dynamics and
saturations and the controller robustness to friction

uncertainty were also analyzed. Davidson (2004) described
the autonomous flight control system of the UCAV X-45A,
which can control and stabilize the vehicle through taxi,

takeoff, flight and landing. The control system is divided into
primary control architecture and control effector mixer: the

primary control architecture generates the rotational
acceleration command, and the control effector mixer
distributes the command to different control devices. The

ground yaw control devices are nose wheel steering,
differential brake, elevons and thrust vectoring, which are

used as primary control devices at different speeds according
to their control effectiveness. The advantage of this control
system is that it can easily accomplish the integrated control

of multiple control devices. Yuan and Wang (2009) proposed
an aircraft ground directional control law based on the

interpolation online fuzzy control. Compared with a PID
controller, the fuzzy controller can reduce the impact of the

uncertainty of the model parameters. Xiong et al. (2009)
designed a longitudinal control system for UAV automatic
takeoff based on the active disturbance rejection control

technique, which is used to estimate the wind disturbance and
then compensate for it. The active disturbance rejection

controller can effectively resist a downburst as well as
horizontal and vertical wind turbulence, and therefore it can
guarantee a safe takeoff in a wide range of wind conditions.

Medici et al. (2012) described a faster and more reliable
method to develop and validate the control laws of several

UAV sub-systems, including the landing gear, nose wheel
steering and wheel braking. It can verify the control laws in
various failure conditions and thus allows more reliable and

effective control logic to be produced. This method is
applicable for the development of the UAV takeoff and

landing control system.
In our work, the directional control system for UCAV

autonomous takeoff roll will be emphasized. The main
objective of our work is to design a directional control system
to keep the UCAV along the centreline of the runway during

takeoff roll, especially when there is a crosswind. Nose wheel
steering, main wheel differential brake and rudder are used as

the primary directional control device at low, medium and
high speeds, respectively. In addition, the directional control
system should also have a certain degree of fault tolerance: if

one of the three control devices fails, the directional control
system should be able to continue operating properly. The

performance of the directional control system will be verified
in computer simulations of UCAV crosswind takeoff roll,

which should satisfy the relevant criteria stated in MIL-
HDBK-1797.

In addition to the directional control, a roll control law is also

designed to keep the wings level with the ailerons in case of large
crosswinds. The longitudinal control law is not our focus in this
work, but to accomplish the computer simulation, a simple
longitudinal control law for takeoff roll is employed.

Model development

In this section, the mathematical model of the UCAV during

takeoff roll is developed. During takeoff roll, the ground
exerts forces on the landing gears of the UCAV, thus the
model of the landing gears and the forces exerted by the
ground will be emphasized (York and Alaverdi, 1996).

Oleo strut model

The oleo strut is approximated as a damped spring, and its
mass is ignored. Thus, the force along the axis of the strut is:

Fstrut ¼ 2kstrut · dstrut 2 cstrut ·Vstrut ð1Þ

where dstrut is strut compression and Vstrut is strut compression
rate; kstrut is spring stiffness and cstrut is damping coefficient
(Rankin, 2010; Hanke, 1971).

It is assumed that the nose gear strut and two main gear
struts are all perpendicular to the ground, thus the force along
the axis of each strut is vertical.

Tire model

When the UCAV is taxiing on the ground, the ground exerts
vertical force, longitudinal force, side force, and rolling
resistance on each tire of the UCAV.

Vertical force
The tire is approximately treated as a rigid body, and the mass of
the wheel is ignored. Therefore, given the aforementioned
assumption that all the three struts are perpendicular to the
ground,wecanobtain that thevertical forceexertedbytheground

on the tire is equal to the force along the axis of the strut.

Longitudinal force
When the main wheel brake is on, the ground will apply a

longitudinal force (friction force) on the wheel and then the
wheel will decelerate. The longitudinal force Fx is mainly
determined by longitudinal slip ratio s and tire normal load
(vertical force) Fz (Pacejka, 2006).

Let Vx and v denote the forward translational velocity and

angular velocity of the wheel, then the longitudinal slip ratio is
given by:

s ¼ Vx 2 vR

Vx

ð2Þ

where R is the radius of the wheel.
The longitudinal slip ratio s can be either positive or

negative. When the brake is on, the angular velocity decreases
and s is positive. And when the UCAV is accelerating, s is

also positive.
The friction coefficient m between the tire and the ground

correlates closely with the longitudinal slip ratio s. The Pacejka
magic formula is adopted to approximate the relationship
between m and s (Bakker et al., 1987; Wang, 2001):

m ¼ D sinðCarctgðBsÞÞ ð3Þ

Here B, C and D are all constants which can be obtained
according to experimental data.
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In this work, the relationship between m and s is plotted in

Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, when s ¼ 0, the wheel is in pure rolling

condition and the friction coefficient is m ¼ 0. When s ¼ 1, the

wheel is in pure sliding condition but m is not maximal at this

point. m reaches its maximum at a certain s, which is defined as

the optimal slip ratio.
After calculating the friction coefficient m, the longitudinal

force Fx is given by:

Fx ¼ m ·Fz ð4Þ

Side force
Tire side force Fy is mainly determined by tire normal load

(vertical force) Fz and slip angle a. Figure 2 shows the slip

angle and side force of each tire (Duan, 2004).
For small slip angles, typically less than a ¼ 58, the side force

Fy has an approximate linear relationship with a (Rankin,

2010). The derivative of the side force with respect to the slip

angle defines the tire cornering stiffness Ya, and Ya has a

nonlinear relationship with tire normal load Fz (Klyde et al.,
2002).

According to Figure 2, the slip angle a of each tire can be

calculated as follows (Duan, 2004).
The slip angle of the left main tire is:

aml ¼ 2arctan
vby 2 r · am

vbx þ r · bw=2

� �
ð5Þ

and the slip angle of the right main tire is:

amr ¼ 2arctan
vby 2 r · am

vbx 2 r · bw=2

� �
ð6Þ

where vbx and vbyare the components of UCAV ground speed

along body x and y axes; r is the yaw rate; bw is the distance

between two main tires; am is the distance between a main tire

to UCAV centre of gravity along body x-axis.
The nose wheel can be steered and let its deflection angle

be unws, thus the slip angle of the nose tire is:

an ¼ unws 2 arctan
vby þ r · an

vbx

� �
ð7Þ

where an is the distance between the nose tire to UCAV centre
of gravity along body x-axis.

Rolling resistance
The tire rolling resistance generates a moment on the wheel
which is always in the opposite direction to the angular
velocity of the wheel. The rolling resistance moment is
calculated as:

Mr ¼ mr ·Fz ·R ð8Þ

where mr is the rolling resistance coefficient, and R is the
radius of the wheel.

Brake system model

The UCAV is equipped with a main landing gear brake
system, which can be used to accomplish both symmetrical
brake and differential brake.

The mechanism by which the main landing gear brake
affects the motion of the UCAV is as follows. When the brake of
a main wheel is on, the brake system generates a brake torque on
the main wheel, which makes the angular velocity of this main
wheel decrease. This causes the aforementioned longitudinal
slip ratio s to become positive and thus the ground exerts a
backward longitudinal force on the wheel, resulting in the
deceleration of the UCAV.

Therefore, to model the above mechanism of the main
landing gear brake, it is necessary to investigate the dynamics
of the two main wheels.

During UCAV takeoff roll, the ground applies two
moments on the main wheel: the moment generated by the
longitudinal force and the rolling resistance moment. If the
main landing gear brake is on, the brake system will also apply
a brake torque on the main wheel. These moments determine
the rotational motion of the main wheel. The longitudinal
force is backward, thus it increases the angular velocity of the
wheel; while the rolling resistance and the brake torque both

Figure 1 The relationship between friction coefficient m and
longitudinal slip ratio s
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hinder the rotation of the wheel, thus they decreases the
angular velocity of the wheel.

Let Mf denote the moment generated by the longitudinal
force, Mr the rolling resistance moment, and Mb the brake
torque, then the dynamics of the main wheel is given by:

_v ¼ 1

Iw
ðMf 2Mb 2MrÞ ð9Þ

where v is the angular velocity of the wheel, and Iw is the
moment of inertia of the wheel.

Complete model during takeoff roll

After modelling the landing gears, the complete nonlinear
mathematical model of the UCAV during takeoff roll can be
established. Here the main body of the UCAV is treated as a
rigid body, while the oleo struts are approximated as damped
springs. The mass of the oleo struts and wheels is ignored. In
addition to the aforementioned forces exerted by the ground,
there are also aerodynamic forces and moments, thrust force
and gravity applied on the UCAV. Taking all these forces and
moments into account, we can obtain the kinetics and
kinematics equations of the UCAV during takeoff roll. The
basic kinetics and kinematics equations of an aircraft can be
found in all flight dynamics textbooks (Stevens and Lewis,
2003), thus they will not be repeated here.

Directional and roll control law design

Model linearization

The main objective of this work is to design a directional
control law for takeoff roll, thus the first step is to linearize the
nonlinear equations of motion about the lateral-directional
equilibrium point and obtain the linear lateral-directional
model during takeoff roll.

The takeoff roll phase is different from the airborne phase
because the UCAV accelerates throughout takeoff roll, but
flies at a constant speed most of the time when it is airborne.
Thus, no steady state or equilibrium point exits in the
longitudinal axis during takeoff roll because the forward speed
keeps increasing. However, an obvious equilibrium point exits
in the lateral and directional axes: if all the lateral-directional
state variables and inputs keep zero and there is no crosswind,
then this steady state will be maintained, thus this is the
lateral-directional equilibrium point.

The nonlinear equations of motion during takeoff roll can
then be linearized about this lateral-directional equilibrium
point. At different forward speed, there is a corresponding
linear lateral-directional model, which means that the linear
lateral-directional model varies according to forward speed.
At each forward speed, the longitudinal variables are frozen,
while the lateral-directional variables are linearized.
Therefore, the control gains which are designed based on
the linear lateral-directional model will also vary according to
forward speed, thus a gain scheduling approach should be
employed to accomplish the directional control and roll
control throughout takeoff roll.

A problem here is to determine the frozen longitudinal
variables at one forward speed. It is not quite straightforward
to determine the height of the centre of gravity and the pitch
angle, because these two variables depend on the
compressions of the three oleo struts. In this work,
considering that the pitch angle is quite small, the height of
the centre of gravity and the pitch angle can then be

calculated approximately according to the following two
equations:
1 The three strut vertical forces þ aerodynamic lift ¼

gravity.
2 The three pitch moments provided by strut vertical

forces þ aerodynamic pitch moment ¼ 0.

The approximate compressions of the three struts can be
calculated by solving these two equations, and then the
approximate height of the centre of gravity and pitch angle can
be calculated based on the compressions of the three struts.
After determining these frozen longitudinal variables, the
linear lateral-directional model can be obtained.

The state variables of the linear lateral-directional model
during takeoff roll are as follows: the component of ground
speed along body y-axisDvby, the roll rateDp, the yaw rateDr, the
yaw angle Dc, the roll angle Df, the lateral offset from the
runway centrelineDy, the angular velocity of the left main wheel
Dvml and the angular velocity of the right main wheel Dvmr.

The inputs of the linear lateral-directional model during
takeoff roll are as follows: the rudder deflection Ddr, the nose
wheel deflection angle Dunws, the brake torque on the left main
wheel DMbml, the brake torque on the right main wheel DMbmr,
the aileron deflection Dda and the crosswind speed DVw.

Therefore, the linear lateral-directional model is given by:

D _X ¼ ADX þ BDU ð10Þ

where:

DX ¼ ðDvby;Dp;Dr;Dc;Df;Dy;Dvml ;DvmrÞT ð11Þ

DU ¼ ðDdr ;Dunws;DMbml ;DMbmr ;DVw;DdaÞT ð12Þ

The lateral-directional state variables can be divided into
three categories.

The variables that represent the directional motion are Dvby,
Dr, Dc, Dy, which are the main variables to be controlled by
the directional control system to keep the UCAV along the
runway centreline.

The variables that represent the roll motion are Dp, Df,
which are controlled by the roll control system to keep the
wings level.

And the variables that represent the main wheel angular
velocity are Dvml, Dvmr. These two variables are necessary for
modelling the main wheel differential brake control effect on the
UCAV direction, because the differential brake will control the
UCAV direction by the following mechanism: the differential
brake applies a brake torque on one main wheel and causes the
angular velocity of this main wheel to decrease, therefore the
two main wheels will have different longitudinal slip ratios and
thus the ground will exert asymmetrical longitudinal forces on
the two main wheels, resulting in a yaw motion of the UCAV.

Approximate directional model and roll model

It is not convenient to use this complete linear lateral-directional
model directly to design the directional control law and roll
control law, especially when a state-space design technique is
adopted. Therefore, the complete linear lateral-directional
model should be decomposed and thus the approximate
directional dynamics and roll dynamics can be extracted.

It is noted that the state variables Dvml and Dvmr vary much
faster than the other state variables, thus the complete linear
lateral-directional model can be decomposed based on time
scale (Chow and Kokotovic, 1976). The variables
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DX1 ¼ (Dvby,Dp,Dr,Dc,Df,Dy)T are considered as the slow

variables in the model, while the variables DX2 ¼ (Dvml,Dvmr)
T

are considered as the fast variables, then the complete linear

lateral-directional model can be rewritten as:

D _X1 ¼ A11DX1 þ A12DX2 þ B1DU

D _X2 ¼ A21DX1 þ A22DX2 þ B2DU
ð13Þ

WhenDX1 start to vary,DX2 has finished varying. Thus, letD _X2

be zero, then we obtain:

A21DX1 þ A22DX2 þ B2DU ¼ 0 ð14Þ

If A22 is nonsingular, we have:

DX2 ¼ A21
22 ð2A21DX1 2 B2DUÞ ð15Þ

Substituting DX2 into equation (13), we obtain:

D _X1 ¼ ðA11 2 A12A
21
22 A21ÞDX1 þ ðB1 2 A12A

21
22 B2ÞDU

ð16Þ

This is the approximate model of the slow variablesDvby,Dp,Dr,
Dc, Df, Dy.

The above slow-variable model has both directional

variables Dvby, Dr, Dc, Dy and roll variables Dp, Df, thus we

should continue to decompose it to extract the directional

dynamics and roll dynamics.
Considering that the roll variables vary faster than the

directional variables, we can separate the directional dynamics

and roll dynamics by employing the above time-scale

decomposition technique again. In this approach, the

approximate directional model and roll model can be obtained.
Let us take the linear lateral-directional model linearized at

a forward speed of 100 ft/s as an example. The complete

model is given in the Appendix. The poles of the complete
model are:

l1 ¼ 0

l2 ¼ 0

l3 ¼ 225:177

l4 ¼ 222:396

l5 ¼ 222:139

l6 ¼ 24:416

l7;8 ¼ 21:300 ^ 0:165

ð17Þ

Then we extract the approximate directional model and roll

model from the complete model, and they are also given in the

Appendix. The poles of the approximate directional model are:

ld1 ¼ 0

ld2 ¼ 0

ld3 ¼ 21:226

ld4 ¼ 21:380

ð18Þ

The two poles located at zero represent the dynamics of Dc and

Dy, indicating that these two variables are in indifferent
equilibrium. The other two poles 21.226 and 21.380

represent the dynamics of Dvby and Dr, which determine the

directional dynamic characteristics. We can observe that these

two poles are a little different from the poles21.300 ^ 0.165 of

the complete model, which is because the directional model is

an approximation.
The poles of the approximate roll model are:

lr1 ¼ 24:523

lr2 ¼ 225:273
ð19Þ

These two poles determine the roll dynamic characteristics. The

roll axis has high natural frequency and is well-damped, due to

the high spring stiffness and damping coefficient of the oleo strut.

Directional control law design

On the basis of the approximate directional model, the

directional control law can be developed. In this work, the

directional control laws for nose wheel steering, differential

brake and rudder are designed separately, which means each

control device has its own control law.
First the structure of the control law should be determined.

The lateral offset Dy is the main variable to be fed back and

controlled to keep the UCAV along the runway centreline.

The integral of Dy should also be fed back to eliminate the

steady-state error when there is a constant crosswind. In

addition, the lateral velocity Dvby, the yaw rate Dr and the yaw

angle Dc will all be fed back to improve the dynamic

characteristics (Cotter and Cohen, 1977).
After determining the structure of the control law, we

should then adjust the feedback gains. To determine the

gains, several techniques can be applied, such as root locus
method and LQR method. We have mentioned that the linear

lateral-directional model varies according to forward speed,

thus the control gains which are designed based on the linear

lateral-directional model will also vary with forward speed.

Simulation results show that it is impossible to accomplish the

directional control for the whole process of takeoff roll if the

control gains are not adjusted according to forward speed,

especially when there is a crosswind. Therefore, the gain

scheduling approach should be employed: the control gains at

a series of forward speeds will be designed and the others will

be calculated by linear interpolation.
Note that if only one control device (nose wheel steering or

differential brake or rudder) is providing the directional control

and there is a constant crosswind, then the ground speed and the

UCAV heading cannot be controlled to be parallel to the runway

centreline at the same time. This can be explained as follows:

if both the ground speed and the UCAV heading are parallel to

the runway centreline, then the slip angle of each wheel is

zero, thus the ground will not exert side force on any wheel.

However, the crosswind will apply both a side force and a yaw

moment on the UCAV, thus if only one control device is

providing the directional control, this control device cannot

balance both the side force and the yaw moment at the same

time. Therefore, the ground speed and the UCAV heading

cannot be controlled to be parallel to the runway centreline at

the same time. In this work, the main objective is to eliminate the

lateral offset, thus the ground speed will be controlled to be

parallel to the runway centreline, and therefore there will be a

small angle between the UCAV heading and the runway

centreline if there is a crosswind.

Roll control law design

During takeoff roll, the roll axis shows high natural frequency

and damping, due to the high spring stiffness and damping
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coefficient of the oleo strut, thus the dynamic characteristics

of the roll axis do not need to be improved. The function of

the roll control system is to keep the wings level when there is
a large crosswind. The roll angle Df and its integral are fed

back to eliminate the steady-state roll angle under constant
crosswind, and the roll rate Dp is also fed back to increase

damping.

Directional control allocation

Primary directional control devices at different speeds

During takeoff roll, the UCAV keeps accelerating. At low
speeds, the aerodynamic forces are weak while the forces

exerted by the ground are relatively strong. As the forward

speed increases, the aerodynamic forces become stronger,
while the forces exerted by the ground become weaker due to

the increase of the lift. Therefore, it is necessary to divide the
takeoff roll into three phases: low speed phase, medium speed

phase and high speed phase (Davidson, 2004; Mazur, 2002).
Nose wheel steering is used as the primary directional

control device in low speed phase, because the nose wheel

deflection can cause a large side force due to the large vertical
force provided by the ground. In medium and high speed

phase, the side force caused by nose wheel deflection is
relatively weak because of the decrease of the vertical force,

thus nose wheel steering is not used as the primary directional
control device at medium and high speeds. Another reason is

that the actuator of nose wheel steering is not fast enough to

provide control at high speeds.
Main wheel differential brake is used as the primary

directional control device in medium speed phase. At medium
speeds, the control effectiveness of the nose wheel steering is

lowered, while the control effectiveness of the rudder is not
high enough. Therefore, main wheel differential brake is

primarily used in this phase because it can provide ample

control power. At high speeds, the asymmetrical longitudinal
forces caused by differential brake decrease due to the

decrease of the vertical force, and the actuator of differential
brake is also not fast enough to provide control at high speeds,

thus differential brake is not used as the primary directional
control device at high speeds.

Rudder is used as the primary directional control device in

high speed phase. At high speeds, the aerodynamic forces are
strong enough, thus the control effectiveness of the rudder is

quite high.
A quantitative analysis is conducted to further illustrate the

control effectiveness of the three directional control devices in
different phases. In this work, the low speeds range from 0 to

30 ft/s, the medium speeds from 30 to 170 ft/s, and the high
speeds from 170 to 350 ft/s. The rotation speed is 350 ft/s. To

investigate the control effectiveness, we calculate the output

needed by each device to keep the UCAV along the runway
centreline under a constant crosswind of 50 ft/s. This

calculation is based on the linear lateral-directional model,
and the result is shown in Table I.

From Table I, we can observe that at low speeds, both the
nose wheel deflection and differential brake torque needed to

resist the crosswind are quite small, thus they can provide

effective directional control; while the rudder deflection
needed is much larger than the deflection available, indicating

that its control effectiveness is quite low at low speeds.
At medium speeds, the nose wheel deflection and

differential brake torque needed both increase, and

differential brake is more effective than nose wheel steering.

The rudder deflection needed becomes available, but its

control effectiveness is still not high enough.
At high speeds, the nose wheel deflection needed is close to

the deflection available, thus nose wheel steering has low
control effectiveness. The differential brake and rudder can

both provide effective directional control; however,
considering that the brake actuator is relatively slow, the

rudder will be used as the primary control device.
The primary directional control devices at different forward

speeds are shown in Figure 3.

Switch between different control devices

Different primary directional control device will be used at

low, medium and high speeds, thus a switch strategy should
be designed to avoid a sudden signal transient. In this work,

a one second linear fade is used to accomplish the control

device switch (Davidson, 2004). Specifically, each control
device has a weight coefficient ranging from 0 to 1, and the

actual output of a device is the product of its weight
coefficient and its nominal output calculated using the control

law. Generally, the weight coefficient of the current primary

control device is 1, while the weight coefficients of the other
two devices are both 0, which means that only one control

device is being used currently. During the transition phase,
the primary directional control device will change from one to

another. To accomplish a smooth transition, the two devices
will be used simultaneously throughout the transition phase:

the weight coefficient of the former device decreases linearly

from 1 to 0, while the weight coefficient of the latter device
increases linearly from 0 to 1. The duration of the transition

phase is set to 1 s. At the end of the transition phase, the
former device stops operating and the latter device obtains full

authority.
The above description of the switch between different

control devices during takeoff roll can be further illustrated by
Figure 4.

Fault-tolerant directional control system

In normal circumstances, nose wheel steering, differential
brake and rudder are used as the primary directional control

device at low, medium and high speeds, respectively. In
addition to this, our directional control system is also required

to have a certain degree of fault tolerance: if one of the three

control devices suddenly fails, the directional control system
should be able to continue operating properly. To satisfy this

requirement, we define a priority matrix to determine the
secondary control device which is used if the primary control

device fails. The development of the priority matrix is based

on the aforementioned control effectiveness of each device at
different speeds, and it is shown in Table II.

During takeoff roll, the UCAV will detect the fault signal of
the primary control device to judge if it is operating properly.

If the primary control device suddenly fails, the secondary
control device will be used immediately. According to the

aforementioned control effectiveness, the secondary control
device can also provide effective directional control and

guarantee a safe takeoff. In extreme cases, if both the primary

control device and the secondary control device fail, then the
last control device will be used. The last control device cannot

provide enough control power, thus the control performance
will be lowered; and the takeoff may be aborted if there is a

large crosswind.
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Therefore, after obtaining the forward speed and the fault signal

of the three control devices, the fault-tolerant directional

control system will decide which control device should be

used currently, following the decision procedure shown in

Figure 5.

Simulation results

To evaluate the performance of the directional control system

and roll control system, simulations of the whole process of

the UCAV takeoff roll under crosswind are conducted.

In addition to the normal condition, several failure conditions

are also simulated to verify the property of fault tolerance.
The longitudinal control law is not our focus in this work,

but to accomplish the simulation, a simple longitudinal

control law for takeoff roll is employed: the UCAV is at full

throttle throughout takeoff roll, and when its forward

speed reaches the rotation speed, the elevator will be

deflected to raise the nose, and this will be the end of

takeoff roll.

Figure 3 Primary directional control devices at different forward speeds

0 30 170 350

Forward Speed (ft/sec)

Nose Wheel Steering

Differential Brake

Rudder

Figure 4 Switch between different control devices during takeoff roll

Weight Coefficient of
Nose Wheel Steering

Weight Coefficient of
Differential Brake
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Rudder

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

Low Speed Medium Speed High Speed

transition transition

Table I Output needed by each device at different speeds to resist a constant crosswind

Amount needed at different forward speed

Directional control devices Amount available

Forward speed of 10 ft/s

(low speed)

Forward speed of 100 ft/s

(medium speed)

Forward speed of 300 ft/s

(high speed)

Nose wheel deflection angle (deg) 4 0.19 1.77 3.63

Differential brake torque (lb 3 ft2/s2) 2 £ 105 1.28 £ 103 1.22 £ 104 2.65 £ 104

Rudder deflection (deg) 30 87.2 8.3 2.1

Table II Priority matrix of directional control devices

Primary Secondary Last

Low speeds Nose wheel steering Differential brake Rudder

Medium speeds Differential brake Nose wheel steering Rudder

High speeds Rudder Differential brake Nose wheel steering
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In the simulations, the low speeds range from 0 to 30 ft/s, the

medium speeds from 30 to 170 ft/s, and the high speeds from

170 to 350 ft/s. The rotation speed is 350 ft/s. The crosswind

is a 50 ft/s constant wind which is perpendicular to the runway

centreline, and this satisfies the relevant criteria stated in

MIL-HDBK-1797.

Normal condition simulation

The first simulation is a crosswind takeoff roll in normal

condition without control device failure. The initial lateral

offset of the UCAV is set to 0. The simulation results are

shown in Figures 6 and 7: Figure 6 contains the response of

the forward speed, the lateral offset, the heading and the roll

angle, and Figure 7 contains the nose wheel deflection, the

differential brake torque and the rudder deflection.

As shown in Figure 6, the lateral offset of the UCAV does

not exceed 4 ft throughout takeoff roll. At low speeds the
impact of the crosswind is relatively small, thus the lateral

offset keeps around 0. As the forward speed increases, the
impact of the crosswind becomes stronger, thus the lateral

offset increases to about 4 ft. It is noted that the lateral offset
is not controlled to 0 before rotation. This is because the

forward speed keeps accelerating, thus the impact of the
crosswind also keeps increasing. Moreover, the duration of

takeoff roll is relatively short, thus it is difficult for the
directional control system to reduce the lateral offset to 0

within such a short time.
It is observed that the UCAV heading also increases slowly as

the forward speed increases. This is consistent with our previous
analysis: the ground speed and the UCAV heading cannot
be controlled to be parallel to the runway centreline

simultaneously under crosswind. As forward speed increases,

Figure 5 Decision procedure of the fault-tolerant directional control system
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Figure 6 Response of state variables in normal condition simulation
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Figure 7 Input variables in normal condition simulation
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the impact of the crosswind becomes stronger, and the angle

between the UCAV heading and the runway centreline also

increase. However, this angle will not exceed 38, and this is

acceptable to the UCAV.
It is also observed that the roll control law limits the roll

angle within 18. Other simulations show that if there is no roll

axis control, the roll angle will reach 2.58.
Figure 7 shows that nose wheel steering, differential brake

and rudder provide directional control at low, medium and high

speeds, respectively, and the transition is smooth. Specifically,

the forward speed reaches 30 ft/s at time ¼ 1 s, 170 ft/s at

time ¼ 6.5 s, and 350 ft/s at time ¼ 15 s. Thus, from time ¼ 1 s

to time ¼ 2 s, the control device switches from nose wheel

steering to differential brake; and from time ¼ 6.5 s to

time ¼ 7.5 s, the control device switches from differential

brake to rudder. The maximum nose wheel deflection and

rudder deflection are about 1.28 and 48, respectively, which are

quite small. The maximum differential brake torque is about

6.5 £ 104 lb £ ft2/s2, which is also not large compared with the

available differential brake torque.

Differential brake failure condition simulation

The second simulation is a crosswind takeoff roll in a failure

condition. In this condition the differential brake suddenly

fails when it is operating at medium speeds and according to

the priority matrix, the nose wheel steering, which is the

secondary control device, will be used immediately. The

initial lateral offset of the UCAV is set to 0. Figures 8 and 9

show the state variables and input variables.
The differential brake suddenly fails at time ¼ 4 s and the

nose wheel steering is used immediately, but the nose wheel

steering does not obtain full authority until time ¼ 5 s. Thus,

from time ¼ 4 s to time ¼ 5 s, the heading angle soon

increases, which also causes the increase of the lateral offset.

At time ¼ 5 s, the nose wheel deflection reaches 48, which is

the maximum available nose wheel deflection, preventing

further increase of the heading angle. Then from time ¼ 6.5 s

to time ¼ 7.5 s, the control device switches from nose wheel

steering to rudder, and the fluctuation of the lateral offset and

heading has been suppressed. During the takeoff, the lateral

offset is limited within 5 ft. The maximum rudder deflection

reaches about 158, which is much larger than that in normal

condition, but is still acceptable.

Rudder failure condition simulation

The third simulation is also a crosswind takeoff roll in a failure

condition. In this condition the rudder suddenly fails when it

is operating at high speeds and according to the priority

matrix, the differential brake, which is the secondary control

device, will be used immediately. The initial lateral offset of

the UCAV is set to 0. Figures 10 and 11 show the state

variables and input variables.
The rudder suddenly fails at time ¼ 10 s and the differential

brake is used immediately. The fluctuation of the lateral offset

and heading is not obvious, because the control effectiveness

of the differential brake is also high enough at high speeds.

The lateral offset is limited within 4 ft.
The two simulations in failure conditions show that the

directional control system has a certain degree of fault

tolerance: if the primary control device fails, the secondary

control device can provide enough control power to resist the

crosswind and guarantee a safe takeoff.

Figure 8 Response of state variables in differential brake failure condition simulation
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Figure 10 Response of state variables in rudder failure condition simulation
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Figure 9 Input variables in differential brake failure condition simulation
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Conclusion

In this paper, a directional and roll control system is

developed for UCAV automatic takeoff roll, with the objective

of keeping the UCAV along the runway centreline and

keeping the wings level, especially when there is a crosswind.

The nonlinear mathematical model of the UCAV during

takeoff roll is established. The model is linearized about the

lateral-directional equilibrium point at different forward

speeds. To further analyze the model and design the control

law, the approximate directional model and roll model are

extracted using time-scale decomposition technique and then

the directional control law and roll control law are developed

using gain scheduling approach. Nose wheel steering, main

wheel differential brake and rudder are used as the primary

directional control device at low, medium and high speeds,

respectively, according to their control effectiveness at

different speeds. A priority matrix is developed to determine

the secondary control device which is used if the primary

control device fails, thus the directional control system can

have a certain degree of fault tolerance. Simulations in both

normal condition and several failure conditions show that the

directional and roll control system has high robustness and

satisfactory fault tolerance: it can guarantee a safe takeoff

under a 50 ft/s crosswind even if one directional control

device fails, which satisfies the relevant criteria in MIL-

HDBK-1797.
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Appendix

The linear lateral-directional model which is linearized at a

forward speed of 100 ft/s is shown as follows.

The linear lateral-directional model is given by:

D _X ¼ ADX þ BDU ðA1Þ

where:

DX ¼ ðDvby;Dp;Dr;Dc;Df;Dy;Dvml ;DvmrÞT ðA2Þ

DU ¼ ðDdr ;Dunws;DMbml ;DMbmr ;DVw;DdaÞT ðA3Þ

A¼

21:927 1:016 297:583 0 20:127 0 0 0

0:687 229:784 3:547 0 2114:266 0 20:015 0:015

20:008 0:400 20:741 0 1:624 0 0:094 20:094

0 0 1:000 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0:008 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 100 20:827 0 0 0

0 8:903 0:073 0 44:515 0 222:139 0

0 28:903 20:073 0 244:515 0 0 222:139

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA

ðA4Þ

B¼

1:947 44:925 0 0 0:076 20:160

0:234 217:604 0 0 0:015 20:842

20:179 3:694 0 0 20:002 0:025

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 20:00035 0 0 0

0 0 0 20:00035 0 0

0
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCA
ðA5Þ

The approximate directional model extracted from the above

complete model is given by:

D _Xd ¼ AdDXd þ BdDUd ðA6Þ

where:

DXd ¼ ðDvby;Dr;Dc;DyÞT ðA7Þ

DUd ¼ ðDdr ;Dunws;DMbml ;DMbmr ;DVw;DdaÞT ðA8Þ

Ad ¼

21:928 297:6 0 0

0:003937 20:6785 0 0

0 1:0 0 0

0:995 20:02746 100:0 0

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA ðA9Þ

Bd¼

1:947 44:95 22:655£10210 2:655£10210 0:07607 20:1592

20:1756 3:386 21:501£1026 1:501£1026 20:00231 0:01043

0 0 0 0 0 0

20:001696 0:1274 21:724£1029 1:724£1029 20:0001145 0:006101

0
BBBBB@

1
CCCCCA

ðA10Þ
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The approximate roll model extracted from the complete

model is given by:

D _Xr ¼ ArDXr þ BrDUr ðA11Þ

where:

DXr ¼ ðDp;DfÞT ðA12Þ

DUr ¼ ðDVw;DdaÞT ðA13Þ

Ar ¼
229:8 2114:3

1:0 0

 !
ðA14Þ

Br ¼
0:01583 20:8429

0 0

 !
ðA15Þ
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